Emdeon Paper-to-EDI Conversion

Streamlined operations offer payers improved efficiency and reduced expenses

Through state-of-the-art mailroom operations and industry leading scanning and data capture technology, Emdeon Paper-to-EDI Conversion helps payers meet today’s need to process large claim volumes quickly, efficiently and with minimal manual intervention. Outsourcing mailroom operations, scanning, imaging and data capture to Emdeon streamlines processes and allows your organization to focus on core business competencies. When integrated with other Emdeon solutions, retrieving documents, accessing online images of scanned claims and generating user-defined summary reports becomes a simple task, offering you complete control of your document management process from any web-connected PC. Additionally, your paper-initiated claims are integrated with your EDI-initiated claims, offering a single, streamlined pipeline for delivery to your claim system from Emdeon.

Driving business with data and information technology

As an industry leader with decades of experience, Emdeon delivers significant cost savings to payers by leveraging technology to convert claims from paper to electronic formats. Emdeon Paper-to-EDI Conversion unites mailroom functions with world-class scanning and imaging tools, drastically reducing manual intervention and human error at the earliest point of entry into your organization. Automating mail sorting and scanning processes dramatically improves accuracy and productivity, while at the same time reducing expenses.

Successful growth in electronic claim rates begins with Emdeon Paper-to-EDI Conversion

As the nation’s leading electronic healthcare transaction network, Emdeon’s interest in eliminating paper claims altogether is aligned with our customers. With your outsourced scanning and imaging, Emdeon is also able to design growth programs specific to your organization that identify and capitalize on EDI opportunities.
Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle management and clinical information exchange solutions, connecting payers, providers and patients in the U.S. healthcare system. For more information, visit www.emdeon.com.

Features
- Accepts all claim types and attachments
- Real-time viewing and document retrieval
- Easy search functionality for viewing online images of scanned claims
- Comprehensive claim data capture, scrubbing and verification
- Redundant systems eliminate downtime and ensure business continuity
- Comprehensive, web-based customer reports including Job Status Report, Reject Report, Job Aging Report and more

Benefits
- Enables outsourcing of mailroom operations, scanning, imaging and data capture
- Improves accuracy and productivity by automating existing manual processes
- Integrates paper-initiated claims with EDI-initiated claims for streamlined delivery to payer adjudication systems
- Increases auto-adjudication rates by delivering cleaner claims
- Eliminates requirements for capital investments in technology or equipment
- Reduces administrative costs associated with processing paper claims
- Original claims can be returned or destroyed

Simplified Document Management
Superior data quality and fewer pended claims are the result of data validation and editing tools that perform provider/member matching, eligibility verification and more. Emdeon’s electronic image repository makes document retrieval fast and easy, as well as eliminates the need to maintain a paper claim inventory.

Rely on Emdeon Paper-to-EDI Conversion as your single resource for mailroom, claim scanning and imaging, data capture and image archive solutions. Fast implementation, uninterrupted processing and unsurpassed flexibility in processes and system design are some of the benefits your organization will realize.